With The Release Of His New Instructor Qualification Series,
Jerry Peterson Announces
The Most Devastatingly Effective Fighting System Ever Created ...

“Learn Knife & Gun Fighting Techniques
Until Now Taught Exclusively
To U.S. Navy SEALS”
In my official U.S. Navy SEAL SCARS Combat Fighting Course (Naval Special
Warfare Course #K-431-0096), I teach the SEALS how to defeat anyone attacking
them with a knife, gun or club — even if that SEAL has no weapon of his own!
Now, after 2 long years of painstaking research through my SCARS military
archives, I’ve taken hundreds of military lessons and transformed them into what
has been called “the most devastatingly effective fighting system ever offered”.
In my Instructor Qualification Series fighting system I explicitly demonstrate
techniques which have never before been seen outside the tightly guarded confines
of the U.S. Naval Special Warfare combat fighting compound (SEAL advanced
training headquarters). Since the SEALS began using my scientific system more
than 7 years ago they have been recognized as the most potent fighting force on the
face of this planet.
And now, in my new SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE, containing the first
two sections released from this series, you will see:
1. Knife, gun and club disarming techniques which produced initial reactions
like, “... no wonder SEALS have never lost in hand-to-weapon combat ...
now I understand why Jerry guarantees these techniques 100% of the time
... this man has obviously taken weapons out of enemy hands!”
2. The demonstration of these techniques using an expensive but incredibly
effective 3 camera setup including a remarkable new overhead shot. Techniques previously difficult to illustrate using two camera angles, now become crystal clear.
3. Techniques so powerfully effective, so natural, yet so easy to learn you can
use them the same day you get the course! Nothing is held back in preparing you for today’s extreme violence including never-before-seen potentially
life-taking and actual killing sequences.
After studying these videos, there won’t be a man on earth who can show you
another knife, gun or impact weapon fighting technique more advanced or more
effective than what you will know.
Bold statements for sure. Do they sound too good to be true? Then read on,
please. I promise you won’t be disappointed.
Dear Friend,
Recently I released the new hand-to-weapon sections of my longawaited Instructor Qualification Series fighting system.
Covering guns, knives and other sharp bladed instruments plus all
types of clubs, these two Instructor Qualification Series courses
come
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straight from the SCARS military archives (I'll explain later).
In them, you learn how to disarm anyone attacking you with these
weapons and how to properly use them yourself. You learn every
technique needed to seriously disable and, if necessary, kill someone
attacking you with a weapon -- techniques required to protect you and
your loved ones in today's ultra-violent world.
And you learn all this quickly and easily, regardless of your
athletic ability.
While I know this revolutionary system gives you your only real
chance of surviving the violence on our streets today, I also
understand that word-of-mouth testimonials from satisfied users like
you are the best way for me to sell this powerful system.
So I'm prepared to almost shamelessly bribe you to preview this
material by offering a short-fused, one-time only, Introductory
Special Offer.
Before I describe what you'll receive in the SCAR-HCS WEAPONS
PACKAGE, let me explain why you must own this system.

If You'd Had The Opportunity To Purchase My
Hostile Control Systems Non-lethal Fighting Program
You'd Already Know
Far More Than The Average Fighter.
Yet In Today's Violent World ...
You'd Still Need More!
If you'd spent even minimal time with my HCS non-lethal fighting system, you'd understand
how quick and easy it is to learn my techniques (Later I'll show you how you can get this $99.00
program at no additional cost).
Anyway, you'd have proven to yourself these techniques do not require athleticism, physical
conditioning or speed.
And even if you'd only practiced a short time with the techniques, you'd now instantly react in
a hostile situation -- without even thinking about it.
You'd react quickly and decisively to protect yourself, your loved ones or your friends from
just about any vicious situation you might find yourself in -- probably 95% of what you'd ever see
out there on the streets today.
Unfortunately ... even if you knew all this, it's not enough!
Because today all you hear about is the other 5%.
And what makes this 'other 5%' so terrifying is the fact that in almost every case ...

You're Going To Be Facing WEAPONS!
I don't need to graphically detail just how bad it is on the streets today. Everyone else has
done a pretty good job of that.
And what they're telling you is true.
How drug-induced violence is making logic and rational thinking
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useless. How vicious, senseless murders, rapes, and carjackings are
happening to anyone, anywhere, anytime. How yesterday's single
person assault has mutated into today's multi-thug, weapon-oriented,
don't-give-a-damn-if-you-die mayhem.
Problem is, these same folks are trying to teach you to stay alive
in this violence by teaching you to 'defend' yourself.
And that's the worst mistake you can make.
See, in today's weapon-oriented violence ...

Learn To 'Defend' Yourself,
And You've Just Learned How To Get Yourself Killed
Put your hand and arm out to stop a knife using techniques I've
seen in these programs, and you're guaranteed serious, and possibly
life-threatening slash wounds. Try to take a gun away that's been
shoved in your back and you'll likely not live to tell about it.
One 'wanna-be expert' even says that in a knife fight you WILL get
seriously hurt. All you can hope to do is minimize the damage.
What bullshit!

It's just plain ignorance.

It's yesterday's techniques.
results.

Yesterday's technology.

Yesterday's

I know this isn't what you want.
The SEALS sure didn't.
That's why they rejected that crap and chose my system -- a system
built on principles guaranteed to control, defeat, and if necessary,
destroy any assailant in any situation WITHOUT GETTING YOU INJURED.
They now use 21st century techniques unlike anything you've ever
seen. And now you can learn these same techniques in my ...

Instructor Qualification Series
SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE
With my revolutionary Instructor Qualification Series you get the
most advanced fighting techniques on earth.
And just as I do with the SEALS, I quickly incorporate weapons
into your training. I don't string you along like others.
You see, I've found if you put a gun, a knife or a club in the
hands of even the most highly skilled fighters, they often forget
everything they know about fighting. Frequently they freeze. That's
because they've been trained to use different techniques when
fighting with a weapon. They hesitate while their mind tries to tell
their body "It's a weapon. Change fighting styles."
But hesitate in a life-threatening situation and you're dead. And
facing a knife or a gun is often just that -- life or death. There's
no room for mistakes.
That's why I teach you to use the same movements whether you're
(please go to next page)
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fighting with a weapon or without. If your program doesn't work this
way -- then it isn't a system, and it won't work 100% of the time!

If Others Get Injured Or Killed,
It Doesn't Matter That You Won
There's another reason facing a weapon often causes you to freeze
-- even if you're a great fighter.
It's this.
You may be the most fearless fighter in the world, but if your
wife, child or a friend is close at hand, everything changes.
Out of 'fear' for their safety (not yours) you hesitate. Or,
perhaps in destroying your assailant you let a weapon injure or kill
these loved ones.
With my system I show you how to avoid these situations.
what I mean.
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Robert Scannell is a California stock broker who understands HCS
concepts. Robert had spent a short time learning the same concepts
shown in these weapons fighting video tapes, when one day he had a
gun thrust into his face while sitting in his car.
Now understand, Robert is a fearless man.
were sitting right beside him.

But his wife and child

"Before training with Jerry Peterson, fear of what this carjacking
scumbag might do to my family would have significantly affected how I
reacted to him. But not any more.
"Without getting out of my car, I used a simple move to quickly
hyper-extend this jerk's elbow, actually pulling him into the car
window, snapping his wrist, and knocking him out.
"All this with no hesitation, and more importantly, NEVER putting
my family in danger. That's Jerry Peterson's system."
l
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That's why my SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE consists of the most
intensive knife, gun and club fighting instruction ever seen on
video.
What you'll see is the same weapons training sequences used in
teaching the more than 200 SEAL SCARS-CFC (combat fighting course)
instructors who now teach Navy SEALs prior to deployment.
Now, in case you're thinking "Sure, but I'll bet this is just
watered-down SEAL training", let me again explain the difference
between instruction the SEALS get and what you receive on these
incredible video tapes.
With the release of the Instructor Qualification Series, and
specifically this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE, you will, for the first
time, receive the same level of knowledge as a U.S. Navy SEAL
(please go to next page)
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SCARS-CFC trainer.
Understand, these guys are not just SEALS trained in SCARS-CFC,
these are the seasoned, veteran elite who actually train other SEALS
and the rest of the Special Operations community!
The only difference between what you'll learn and what these
trainers learn is that SCARS-CFC training includes mission-specific
training while yours doesn't.
You don't need it.
These special tactics are never divulged to anyone. It's
proprietary knowledge, often 'unit-specific', right down to an
individual SEAL team.
As far as your needs, you will be every bit as competent as these
SEAL trainers. You will learn the same techniques they learn. In
fact, when it comes to hand-to-hand or hand-to-weapon combat, we make
you more deadly, since you can't count on having weapons and
equally-skilled, combat-trained friends close at hand.

What You'll Learn
Here's just a sampling of what you'll learn in the SCAR-HCS
WEAPONS PACKAGE:
The difference between being a 'knife fighter' and someone who
knows how to 'fight with a knife' ... and which one you must
become! (Clue: there are lots of knife fighters but few who
know how to fight with a knife).
How to instantly know whether you should 'push' or 'pull' in any
gun confrontation. (One method is correct if you're attacked
with a gun. The other will get you killed).
The one mistake you must avoid (yet EVERYONE makes) when facing
a knife-wielding attacker ... and why this mistake will always
get you cut -- and possibly killed!
How you can easily avoid being stabbed with a knife or shot with
a gun ... even if you're surprised with both hands in your
pockets!
The defensive move almost guaranteed to get you badly slashed in
a knife attack. (Sadly, unless you know my system, almost
everyone tries this first!).
The critical element you must control if you are to defeat any
assailant attacking you with a weapon.
How to 'slow down' your opponent's movements so you can attack
without getting injured.
The 3 targets you must hit (any 1 will do) if your attacker is
on drugs (or, if after using your weapon, he still keeps coming
at you)!

Why A System This Effective
(please go to next page)
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Is So Quick And Easy To Learn
You may feel this all sounds too good to be true. That any system
this effective MUST require great athleticism and years of training.
But my system is different from every other because it requires
...

No Memorization,
No Learning Of Unnatural Physical Movements!
There's no need. You'll use movements you've spent your entire
life perfecting. For example:
Each day you reach out and grab things. It's a natural
movement. Now, I'm going to teach you how to take that
very same move and turn it into a devastating attack
movement capable of seriously disabling any assailant.
Martial arts and other 'fighting' programs often ask you to
execute moves which are not natural -- movements you don't use every
day.
That's why you've got to practice these moves for months, even
years, just to execute them correctly. Even then, stop practicing
and they're quickly gone!
But with my system your mind NEVER needs to retrain your body to
make this kind of unnatural, illogical movement!

More Of What's On These
SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE Video Tapes
The SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE contains 4, full-length video tapes
plus 2 valuable bonuses never offered together before (I'll describe
these later). Here is more of what you'll find on these amazing
tapes:
As I explained earlier, it's critical you understand potential
life-taking and actual killing techniques.
Most programs are afraid to show you these.

I'm not.

Each video explicitly identifies these techniques by using a
series of large, colored dots which are overlaid right onto the
video tape.
On these tapes a yellow dot surrounded by a larger red circle
appears whenever a potential life-taking or actual killing
technique is shown.
Note: On other tapes in this series a yellow 'dot'
indicates a potential life-taking technique while a red
one means it's an actual killing technique. With weapon
fighting, however, all dots are yellow and red
combinations since a weapon can quickly turn a potential
life-taking technique into an actual killing one.
These hand-to-weapon and weapon-to-weapon combat techniques take
(please go to next page)
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you to the most extreme levels of fighting. All are designed to
prepare you against an imminent threat to your life or the life
of your friends and/or loved ones.
For the first time ever, 3 video cameras are used to show each
technique from every angle imaginable.
We show you both front and reverse angle camera shots, each in
slow motion, then full speed, and finally with stop action.
What we've added to this series is a difficult (for our camera
people) overhead shot clearly showing a dimension you've never
seen before.
This is critically important for potential life-taking and
actual killing techniques, where even a seemingly insignificant
mis-execution can be critical.
And there's something else you gain with this new overhead shot.
It allows me additional time to explain subtle movements
associated with each technique, and also to cover related topics
-- elements a 2 camera shoot simply doesn't allow.
In short, not only do you get to see another view which very
often shows movements partially hidden from standard front and
reverse angle shots, you also 'learn' more about the entire
technique.
This is why it's critically important you watch each video more
than one time -- you'll be amazed at how much information you
won't hear the first time through!
Others teach you to use different techniques when fighting with
weapons versus fighting without them.
But they are all dead wrong!
They have no scientific basis for what they're telling you.
it can and will do is get you killed.

All

Fighting is fighting, whether you or your assailant have a
knife, a gun, or no weapon at all.
In several instances on these videos, I use a weapon with a
technique we had practiced earlier without weapons. You'll
notice the technique does not change whatsoever just because you
put a weapon in your hands!

We Train You Once In A Technique
And It Applies Universally ...
With A Weapon Or Without!
You don't retrain yourself just because you have a knife in your
hand. The techniques you learn apply to all fighting.
If you watch my HCS introductory hand-to-hand videos, you'll
understand that if you now put a knife in your hand, that same
(please go to next page)
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hand-to-hand motion works fabulously with the knife, and it
works equally well with a gun or a club.
Here's a sampling of other weapon fighting and disarming
information you'll learn:
The only 2 ways to hold your knife that work ... 100% of the
time, in any fight.
How to instantly disable an attacker who shoves a knife or
gun in your face ... even if you aren't armed.
The difference between kinetic and static force ... and which
one you absolutely must use to defeat any attacker -especially if he's bigger than you!
The ONE AND ONLY technique to use if you have a gun and your
assailant tries to take it away from you. (Use anything else
and you may be seriously hurt or killed).
The critical difference between hand-to-hand and
hand-to-weapon fighting ... and why what everyone else is
teaching is wrong.
Why you must focus on 1 of only 3 targets to successfully
take that steel pipe your assailant is wildly swinging in
front of your face. (Surprise: none of them is the club!).
The first move that practically guarantees you'll destroy
someone attacking you with a knife. (It takes guts but only
I teach this. Once you learn it, you become undefeatable).
The single, critical key to successful gun disarmament and
control ... and why you must instinctively comprehend this
before you ever move.
How to avoid losing your knife or have it taken away.
Why you must NEVER back up to avoid your attacker's knife
slash ... and what you must do instead.
Why 'body rotation' can be the secret to your staying alive
in a knife or club attack ... and why this works equally well
if he attacks you with his fists!
The surprising reason why you must never watch the weapon
your assailant is using to attack you!
The approximate distance you must keep between you and your
attacker in order to defeat him. (This amazes everyone).
The 2 simple body movements which let you unleash
mind-boggling force and power ... and destroy much larger
opponents.
Why you must never have a 'favorite' technique ... even
though practically every fighter not trained in my system
does.
The single most important thing you must do to keep your
(please go to next page)
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attacker from defending himself ... and why you can't do this
without understanding Autokinematic™ reactions.
An amazing demonstration of why my system works 100% of the
time!
Your opponent's 'fulcrum points' ... and why they're key to
whether you win or lose a knife fight.
Why 'slashing' is not an effective way for you to fight if
you have a knife.
As part of the unique information shown in my Firearm
Disarmament techniques, you'll especially notice:
My 'field-of-fire' grid. This demonstration technique has
never been seen outside the U.S. military before. With each
technique you'll see how careful we are to choose moves which
DO NOT endanger the lives of those around us. It does no
good whatsoever for you to survive using these techniques
only to have a stray bullet kill the very loved ones you were
trying to protect. You'll find this information nowhere
else.
Some people believe it's different with 'real' bullets.
Well, as you watch the end of this video, the footage you'll
see is that of real SEAL training. And yes, that sound
you'll hear during one technique is a real gun going off.
The gun was fired by one of the world's best marksmen who
didn't believe someone could take his gun away without being
injured. He was wrong! These techniques have all been
perfected in real-world situations!

SCARS-CFC Expanded
To ALL Branches Of Military Special Operations
The SCARS program, from which all these SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE
techniques originated, has now grown from one official SCARS-CFC
course to a series of courses all officially certified and taught by
Naval Special Warfare.
In addition, this training has expanded to include all 3 branches
of the military and includes such elite Special Operations units as
Rangers, Para-Commandos and Green Berets.
Most training now takes place at a new $2.5 million military
training facility predicated solely on the SCARS system. To be
military certified in hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon systems, you
must go through our SCARS program.
We've also taken SCARS training into the field in Europe -- the
only program ever taken to deployed SEAL platoons.

Why Combining Knowledge And Technique
Is Critical For You Today
This course teaches you every gun, knife or club fighting
(please go to next page)
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technique you'll ever need to know.
Yet I've continued stressing the importance of the knowledge
you'll receive -- the understanding of why this all works.
And it's knowledge like this you must have to handle the
viciousness of the 'other 5%' on the streets today.
I teach the SEALS their number one weapon is not a gun or knife or
club. It's their mind. (Their second most important weapon: their
body. Everything else, including weapons, is ancillary!)
No one else teaches this.
Yet without knowledge -- without understanding 'why' -- any
fighter can be defeated.
That's why, in a one-on-one fight with a U.S. Navy SEAL (heaven
forbid) ...

The SEAL Will First And Foremost
Beat His Enemy With His Mind -- Not With His Weapon!
I'm sorry if that blows away your mental image of all those fancy
movie and TV fight scenes and stunts, and everything else you've seen
or heard.
You see ... the SEALS are undefeatable because of their knowledge
of fighting learned from their SCARS-CFC training NOT because they
know some secret fighting techniques you don't. And now you'll get
this same knowledge from these SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE video tapes.

Special Introductory Offer
I charge a minimum $1,250 an hour to consult with the military,
international governments, groups and individuals from around the
world with special security needs. Tuition for my professional
Instructor Qualification training and licensing is $20,000 per
person.
At this rate it would cost you nearly $5,000 to get the
information contained in this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE if you could
get into one of these groups (I teach a minimum of 10 people at one
time).
But as I mentioned earlier in this letter, word-of-mouth
testimonials from satisfied users like you (once you've proven to
yourself everything I've tried to explain here) are the best way for
me to sell this revolutionary system.
That's why I want you to have this PACKAGE today.
So I've created an Introductory Special Offer jammed with such a
wealth of never-before-seen information that I'm confident you'll
want to order it immediately.
But it's a short-fused opportunity which may not be repeated.
Here's the deal.
(please go to next page)
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This SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE contains the first two sections of
my Instructor Qualification Series Fighting System.
Part I, the 3-tape Edged & Impact Weapons course sells for
$297.00. Part II, Firearm Disarmament & Use video sells for $79.95.
Together that's $376.95. And once you've seen these videos you'll
agree they're worth every penny and more.
As part of this Introductory Special Offer, however, you get all 4
video tapes for only $297 -- the price of Edged & Impact Weapons
alone!
But that's not all.
We currently sell the Hostile Control Systems 2-tape introductory
course for $99.00. We've sold more than 19,000 copies at this price
-- with NO discount!
However, since I feel it is mandatory you understand all the
information contained in HCS (all my courses build upon earlier
techniques -- nothing you learn is ever 'wasted'), I'm going to
include in this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE at no cost to you ...

Special Bonus #1:
The Complete HCS Introductory Program
That's right.

The entire $99.00 program.

HCS lays the foundation for everything covered in the SCAR-HCS
WEAPONS PACKAGE. In effect, it 'pre-qualifies' you for the more
advanced weapon techniques. That's why I feel it's crucial you have
it now. Here's just some of what it includes:
Two full-length video tapes, each featuring me and two of my
SCARS combat instructors. These videos use live action footage,
multiple camera angles, and slow motion replays to show you
exactly how to correctly execute hand-to-hand techniques
necessary to seriously disable an aggressor in various
potentially life-threatening situations.
The videos cover Autokinematic™ reactions and Neural Offensive
Linguistics™ in detail, together with strategies for getting
the most from HCS, and much more.
A companion manual packed with 34 detailed illustrations and
supplementary information you must have to implement this system
correctly. The manual explains each strike point on the human
body, when to hit it, and its Autokinematic ™ reaction, plus
body mechanics, body weapons, and more.
Please note: this manual is not a duplicate of what you see on
the video tapes. Both the videos and the manual contain
material critical to your understanding of HCS!
Finally, you also get a special report I wrote called The
Streetfighter's Mindset -- Decision Points and Skill Tactics.
In it I give you an inside look at what really happens in most
(please go to next page)
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altercations, whether in a bar, a back alley, a busy street, or
a fancy restaurant. You get a lifetime of 'street' knowledge
and savvy. You'll never again be surprised by what happens in
the real world.
This special report alone reveals information which could easily
save your life. And as you'll find with all of my material, I
never duplicate myself. Nothing in this special report is
contained in the HCS video or manual.

Six Video Tapes
For The Price Of Three!
Your SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE now looks like this:
Edged & Impact Weapons ($297.00)
Firearms Disarmament & Use ($79.95)
Hostile Control Systems ($99.00)
That's $475.95 of real, what-we-sell-it-for-today revolutionary
protection instruction all for only $297! You've got to agree,
that's an incredible price for this set.
Sure, it's still a lot of money.
everyone.

That's why this course isn't for

What you've got to do is ask yourself this question:

"How much is it worth for me to unequivocally know
that I can save my life or the life of my loved ones
in a life-threatening attack?"
You see, it costs no more to own this system than you'd pay for
maybe three personal marital arts lessons; less than a few months of
group instruction. And what would either of these give you? An
introduction plus a few basic moves, maybe?
You'd need to spend thousands of dollars and years of your life
practicing before you'd ever be exposed to situations I demonstrate
today on these video tapes.
And my program costs far less than a hodgepodge collection of
those "fighter-of-the-month" programs you see, each touted as better
than the rest (does anyone still believe that garbage?). You could
spend hundreds of dollars learning these totally unrelated movements
(many demonstrated incorrectly both from a scientific and
physiological standpoint) and, at best, be able to deal with a
handful of the hundreds of ways an attacker might come at you.
But with my system you get it all -- right now! Not in a year or
two when someone thinks your ready. There's nothing held back. And
you get techniques carefully integrated together, each demonstrated
using precisely correct form, and capable of handling any situation
thrown at you. Techniques I guarantee can save your life 100% of the
time -- possibly even the very same day you get them.
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In this light, an investment in my system today may be the best
investment you'll make at any time during the rest of your life.
If you still need a little help, here's somehting else I'll even
do for you. I'll allow you to split your payment over several months
(please see order form for details).
We're limiting the number of packages we sell at this price. So
if you're at all interested in becoming as well trained as my U.S.
Navy SEAL SCARS-CFC instructors, capable of defeating anyone
threatening your life with a gun, knife or club, don't wait.
This introductory price IS the lowest price you will ever see for
this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE.

Special Bonus #2
While the 6 full-length video tapes contain a lifetime of fighting
information available nowhere else in the world, I want this offer to
be so good, you'll literally run to your phone and order.
So I'm including as a second free bonus, my new video, Body
Weapons.
Some cheap throw-away video like others give you?

Guess again!

Many HCS customers commented that HCS did not start out basic
enough, showing how to properly hold your hands, arms and legs, and
then to use these 'body weapons' to hit key strike points on your
assailant's body. Even though some of this information was in the
HCS manual, they wanted more.
So we went back into the studio and produced this new full-length
video.
In it, we expertly demonstrate how to properly form your hand to
execute the finger poke (without breaking your finger), how to
correctly execute the round circle strike, how to use the forearm as
your own personal piece of pipe, and more.
In short, we demonstrate precisely how to set up and perform each
individual move and action you need to execute the techniques seen on
these new SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE tapes.
Plus, we introduce our new Peterson Attack Trainer. This product
allows us to demonstrate on video exactly what it's like to execute
these moves and techniques -- in full speed and with FULL POWER!
It's a must see and a must have.
This video sells for $59.95.
package.

But I'm including it FREE with this

So let's summarize this offer.
You get the complete Hostile Control Systems course, the Edged &
Impact Weapons and Firearms Disarmament & Use advanced programs, plus
the Body Weapons video. That's 7 fully-integrated videos plus
written materials -- programs which individually sell today for
(please go to next page)
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$534.95. You get them all for only $297, a very real savings of
$237.95 -- and the lowest price we'll ever offer this PACKAGE. But
you must act now!

My Personal Guarantee
As with your original HCS, this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE comes
with my full, 90-day money-back guarantee.
Try it out. Prove to yourself just how powerful these techniques
really are. If you're not completely satisfied, just send it back.
You'll receive a courteous refund of your entire $297.
But as you may know, I always give you a stronger personal
guarantee than anyone else. So, here it is.
Nothing like this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE has ever been offered
before -- except to the U.S. Navy SEALS.
And after year's of first-hand use with the SEALS, I believe
strongly that this system is so far beyond anything else available,
I'm offering the same amazing guarantee I did with HCS:
Once you have thoroughly studied these video tapes and
practiced the techniques, I guarantee no one will ever be
able to defeat you in a life-threatening situation where any
type of weapon is involved, and when you apply the techniques
correctly.
If they do, I'll immediately refund your full purchase
price, regardless of how long ago you bought this program.
No individual or company dares offer a guarantee like mine.
That's because no one has a system like mine -- refined and proven
in combat for over 20 years, and installed as the only official U.S.
Navy SEAL hand-to-weapon combat training.

Some Claim I Shouldn't Show
Life-Threatening Techniques. Here's Why They're Wrong.
This SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE is a devastating system.
be since it was developed to save military lives.

It had to

Yet some people want a more 'defensive' system (police especially
make this mistake).
But here's why we can't and won't compromise:
1. A defensive system is a system based on fear -- and by now you
understand 'fear' means you get hurt (and likely killed).
2. You must understand how each technique works so you can control
what happens in a hostile situation.
In my system, you -- not your attacker -- are in total control.
From disarming this person, to seriously disabling them, to
killing them, if necessary.
If it's your life or his, you have but one choice.
(please go to next page)
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3. You must understand 'killing' techniques even if you never
intend to use them. You can't accidentally use an actual
killing technique by mistake -- and then hope to undo the
consequences! With guns and knives, there is no room for
mistakes!
You want this system to save your life or the life of a friend or
loved one in a hostile confrontation.
So, please, be prepared for its intensity.
the 'killing' movements I demonstrate.

Don't be offended by

Realize, one day they may just save your life!

You Must Act Now
As the success of my original Hostile Control Systems grows, more
and more people try to take pot shots at me.
They keep feeding you one fighter after another -- this guy's
'secret' stuff, that guy's 'advanced' moves (by the way, there are no
advanced techniques -- only people with advanced coordination skills
using basic techniques).
A handful of these moves actually aren't bad. But even these only
work 'some' of the time. Usually because the fighter happens to be
bigger or more athletic or in better physical condition.
Aren't you tired of fighting programs which only work some of the
time for the most physically gifted athlete?
That certainly doesn't describe me and probably not you either.
If the program you buy isn't scientifically tested and proven, or
if your success is based on athleticism or size or conditioning,
forget it.
You can't depend on it to save your life or the life of your
friends or loved ones in a hostile situation 100% of the time!
Is anyone else guaranteeing their system works for you
specifically? Do they guarantee it works 100% of the time -- without
constant practice once you've learned it? Or that it's quick and
easy to learn, requiring no athletic skills or conditioning?
Not a one of 'em!
That's why the SEALS chose my system over all the rest: Vunak, the
Gracies, Cucci and the rest of the TRS 'fighter-of-the-month-club',
all the martial arts, everyone.
They chose it for one reason -- because
scientific system which uses natural moves
quickly and easily learned yet permanently
totally undefeatable and 100% reproducible
where, any time!

it's the only
and techniques, is
retained, and is
by any person, any

Now my SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE gives you this same capability.

(please go to next page)
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At the end of this course you're not going to have questions about
knife or gun fighting or about disarming someone using a club, pipe
or stick against you. You're not going to have any questions about
how to escape if a knife is held to your throat or about using any of
these weapons yourself.
You'll know exactly which techniques work, why they work, and how
to perform them.
All you need to do is pick up the phone right now while this is
fresh in your mind, call 1-800-457-0330 and order your personal copy
of my SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE. You can call 24-hours a day, 7 days
a week. Or, if you prefer, fill out the enclosed order form and fax
or mail it to me today.
There's absolutely no risk on your part. You've got a full 90
days to review this revolutionary new course and prove to yourself
it's everything I say it is -- far beyond anything you've ever seen
before.
If you have any questions, call our office and talk with one of
our trained instructors about this program. They're all former Navy
SEAL trainers who live and breath this stuff every day. They'll
patiently answer your toughest, most probing questions. You can
reach them at 1-602-437-3143.
Don't delay. Once this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE Introductory
Offer ends, you'll lose a very real $237.95 in
savings.
Don't be disappointed.

Call today.

Sincerely,

Jerry L. Peterson

PS. If you've been searching for the ultimate level in
gun, knife and impact weapon fighting, this is it.
I've gone back into the SCARS military archives, pulled hundreds
of lessons, and reformulated them into what has been called "the
most devastingly effective fighting system ever offered".
Techniques I couldn't begin to show in my introductory Hostile
Control Systems (including potential life-threatening and actual
killing ones) are fully demonstrated here. After learning these
techniques, I guarantee no one will be able to show you more
advanced or more effective techniques than what you have learned.
And now you can own all 4 of these full-length video tapes plus
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the entire HCS Fighting System plus an incredible bonus video
which make up this SCAR-HCS WEAPONS PACKAGE, at an incredible
one-time, introductory discount.
But only if you order before the date stamped on the attached
order form. After that, this Introductory Special Offer is over!
Don't be disappointed.
today.

Call 1-800-457-0330 and order you copy

